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WHO CAN RACE?

•   With a UCI Licence issued through the OCA, you 

can enter any sanctioned race within or outside  

of Ontario.

•   The cost of the licence is $162.

•   Please wear a Dark Horse Flyers jersey when  

racing and list Dark Horse Flyers as your team at 

the time of registration.

EQUIPMENT

•   Ensure your bike is in good working condition. Our 

bike shop sponsor, Blacksmith Cycle will book 

you in 3–7 days before race day, if you require.

•  Double check your tire wear and brake pads.

•   Choose your gearing wisely (rear cassette).

•   You may choose to provide your own spare set of 

wheels for the sag wagon. Label these with your 

team name and race number.

RACE PREP

•   Train! Ride your bike a lot... like, really a lot.

•  Set goals and have realistic expectations.

•   Learn when to fuel/hydrate.

•   Your most important night’s sleep is two nights 

before a race (you likely won’t get a good sleep 

the night before).

•   Recon (test ride) the course if possible. Know  

the road surface and the turns and have a plan of 

attack/strategy.

•   Learn to read other riders.

•   Every race has a technical guide posted on  

their website in advance. Download and read it 

carefully.

AT THE RACE

•   Plan a central meeting place (ideally the Dark 

Horse Flyers tent), somewhere near the start/ 

finish area.

•   Register for the race when you arrive and collect 

your numbers.

•   Pin your race numbers to your jersey (the  

positioning is not always the same—check the 

technical guide).

•   Drop off your spare wheels in the designated 

wheel drop area.

•   Eat and hydrate.

•   Warm Up! The pace may be high right from the 

start.

DURING THE RACE

•   The pace will be high. Expect the average speed 

to be around 40km/hr.

•   Be comfortable with contact while on your bike 

(e.g. wheel crossing, shoulder rubbing).

•   There is always an acceleration after corners. 

Watch out for the elastic band effect which could 

spit you off the back of the peloton.

•   The front of the peloton is the safest place to be.

•   The majority of OCA races end in a sprint. Know 

your sprint strengths/weaknesses.
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SITUATION:

You made it into a breakaway.

Action:
•   Decide what you think the chances are for the 

breakaway to succeed.

•   Communicate with your breakaway companions.

•   Do your share of the work (but only your share). 

No one likes a wheel-sucker in a break.

•   The only way you’ll get time gaps is if people 

watching at the finish line time each lap…  

not a bad idea if you’re watching and there’s  

a Flyer in the break.

•   If it’s a solo breakaway, keep your cadence and 

effort steady.

SITUATION:

You have a teammate up the road in a breakaway.

Action:
•   You do not contribute to the chase, but don’t just 

sit at the back.

•   Instead, stay a couple of wheels back at the front. 

That way, if the chase is apathetic, you can hold 

the pace back by ‘trapping’ the only riders willing 

to do work.

•   Mark attacks. Be the anchor.

SITUATION:

There is a breakaway up the road and you do not 

have a teammate in it.

Action:
•   Contribute to the pace making, help organize the 

chase, communicate.

•   Don’t expect others to pull the break back  

for you… unless you have discussed this with  

teammates before or during the race.

•   It is bad form to have multiple team members in a 

peloton and not contribute to a chase.

SITUATION:

There is no breakaway and the pace is high.

Action:
•   If you are able, help contribute to the pace- 

setting. You are not there for a free ride.

•   Do only your share of the work. Enough to  

contribute, but not to waste energy.

•   Stay near the front of the peloton. It is the  

safest place to be.

•   Be a ‘worthy’ champion. Don’t just sit at the  

back the whole race and sprint to victory.

SITUATION:

There is no break and the entire peloton is soft-

pedalling along.

Action:
•   Get to the front and lift the pace. Let’s get this 

race started.

•   Why? The less riders you have at the finish, the 

safer and easier it is to win. It’s better to sprint 

against 15 people than 80. Lose the dead weight.
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SITUATION:

There is a strong cross wind.

Action:
•   If you and your teammates are pace-setting  

towards the finish, ride in a line on the leeward 

side of the road (not the windward). This will  

discourage attacks, as any attacker will have to 

fight the wind to get around you.

•   Only echelon enough to protect your teammates.

SITUATION:

There is a head wind.

Action:
•   Take short pulls only.

•   If you remember where in the circuit the wind is in 

front of you, time your pulls so that you are not on 

the front during the headwind... this way you are 

contributing to the race, but not wasting energy.  

If other riders aren’t paying as much attention to 

wind direction, you can take advantage of this.

SITUATION:

You’ve been dropped out the back or had a  

mechanical (e.g. needed to change a flat).

Action:
•   Don’t lose heart, you’re race isn’t over. Chase 

back on.

•   Don’t abandon the race unless you have been  

told to stop by a commissaire.

•   You may have riders behind you or teammates 

who might drop off the back, so you can form a 

chase group and work together.

•   The last 10 meters are the hardest to close. Don’t 

sit up until you are on that back wheel and have 

rejoined the group, then take a deserved rest.

SITUATION:

Approaching the finish for a bunch sprint.

Action:
•   Be patient.

•   With teammates, there are a couple of things you 

can do. A leadout train like you see in pro races is 

difficult to accomplish at our level because of  

a disparity of abilities and lack of practice, but it  

is possible.

•   Know who your best sprinter is. Help them out by 

keeping them out of trouble and near the front.

•   Keep the pace high to discourage late attacks.

•   If you know you don’t have a chance of winning, 

but a teammate does, put in a late attack to make 

other riders chase you down. Wear them out while 

your teammate sits on the back of the chasers.

SITUATION:

The sprint finish.

Action:
•   Be patient.

•   Know your sprinting ability and when to open up 

your sprint. A lot of riders will lose patience and 

sprint too early. Follow these wheels, but don’t 

challenge them if it’s too far from the line. Let 

their mistakes be your leadout.

•   When you open up your sprint, give it everything 

you’ve got. There is nothing left to save your  

energy for. Leave it all on the road.

•   If you are not in contention, don’t sprint for 20th 

place. You are jeopardizing everyone’s safety in 

doing so.

•   Hold Your Line! This is non-negotiable. Sprints 

are dangerous, don’t be the one to cause a crash.
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KNOW THE COURSE

•   Whenever possible, preview the race course.

•   Take into account all turns, hills, road conditions, 

wind direction and the lead up to the finish.

•   If you cannot pre-ride the course, map it online. 

Look for elevation changes and use Google maps 

to look at the finish and corners.

ETIQUETTE

•   Hold your line (especially corners and sprinting).

•   Use your brakes as little as possible. Be  

predictable (unless you’re putting in an attack).

•   Communicate.

•   Let riders know of your intention to join a line by 

pointing. If the rider doesn’t let you in, wait for 

one who will.

•   When riding in a paceline and a rider is stuck out 

and wants in, let them in. You won’t lose the race 

for because of it and it is proper etiquette… no 

need to be a jerk.

•   On the first lap, point out turns.

•   Like on a club ride, point out obstacles on  

the road.

•   For most races, the “yellow line rule” is in effect. 

Do not cross the centre line on the road. You will 

be disqualified.

OTHER TIPS

•   Always be aware of the riders around you:  

How are they handling their bike? Who looks 

strong? Who is really using their head? Who  

is being reckless?

•   Half-way through the race it should be fairly clear 

who your main rivals are for the win… if you’re 

paying attention.

•   Try some fake attacks, see who follows and who 

chases you down.

•   Try a real attack. Nothing ventured, nothing 

gained. Start a breakaway, make the race happen.

•   The front of the peloton is the safest place to be.

•   Remember that the peloton is in a constant  

state of flux. If you’re not moving up, you’re  

moving back.

•   Always be aware of wind direction.

•   Always be aware of the contour of the course.

•   Be aware of your fatigue level. Know when you 

can work and when you need to rest. Listen to 

your body.

•   Preview the finish.

•   How long can you sustain your top sprint? Choose 

a landmark.

•   Is it flat or uphill?

•   Are there any corners before the finish? If so, how 

far from the line?

•   Communicate, organize chases, be clear about 

your intentions to join a line.

•   Expect accelerations after corners and over the 

tops of hills. Anticipate this with your gearing.

•   Start spinning early on hills. Don’t get caught in 

the wrong gear.

•   Warm up, use the washroom and eat something 

before the race.

•   Watch your hydration and fuel during the race. 

People often forget to drink while racing.  

Do it often.

•   Make sure your bike is in perfect working condition.

•   Bring a spare set of wheels for the follow car. That 

way, if you get a flat, your race won’t be over.

•   Watch pro races online or on TV to find inspiration.  

Note their tactics, cadence, cornering... everything.

THE WEEK BEFORE

•   This will be different for everyone. Preparation is 

a very individual element to racing.

•   A suggestion: Taper down the week before a race 

and do not ride hard the two days before a race.  

(If you’re racing Sunday, Wednesday is your last 

hard ride.)
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•   Get a good night’s sleep two nights before the 

race. The night before, you will probably be  

nervous and have lots of adrenaline that will  

keep you awake.

•   Hydrate and eat well the day before and leading 

up to race day.

•   In the off season, it’s okay to go to sleep feeling a 

little hungry, but not during race season,

•   Lay off the alcohol. It will sap your energy.

AFTER THE RACE

•   Just finishing a bike race is a huge accomplishment.  

Be proud of yourself!

•   Don’t beat yourself up about mistakes you made 

or missed chances. Learn for next time.

•   It might be helpful to keep a race journal. You can 

record the race in as much detail or as little as 

you like. This might help shed light on what you 

did right and what can be improved upon next time.

•   Eat, drink and enjoy the other races with your 

teammates.

“�
It’s�not�the�energy�you�use�
that�wins�a�bike�race,�it’s�the�
energy�you�save.

”  

—Robbie McEwen

GOAL SETTING

•   Setting both long- and short-term goals will  

make for a much more successful and enjoyable 

cycling season.

•   A short term goal might be: I want to place in the 

top 10 of my next race. While a long term goal 

could be: I want to upgrade for next year.

•   Goals will vary for each rider, one person may 

want to win at least two races that season, while 

another may just want to finish at least one race 

this season with the pack and no time gap. Both 

of these are relevant and noble goals to have. Be 

realistic in your goal setting, but set the bar high.

•   Achieving realistic goals builds confidence while 

setting the bar high for some goals makes you 

work hard and helps to motivate you through the 

season, both are necessary.

•   Discuss your goals with your friends and team-

mates. (Luckily, with the Flyers, these are one  

and the same.)

“�It’s�not�the�strongest��
rider�who�wins�a�bike�race,�
it’s�the�rider�who�crosses��
the�finish�line�first.

”
 

 
—Emma Pooley


